We propose a simple data structure to represent all equivalent literals such as Ð ½°Ð¾ in a CNF formula , and implement a special look-ahead technique, called equivalency reasoning, to propagate these equivalent literals in in order to get other equivalent literals and to simplify . Equivalent literal propagation remedies the ineffectiveness of unit propagation on equivalent literals and makes easy many SAT problems containing both usual CNF clauses and the so-called equivalency clauses (Ex-OR or modulo 2 arithmetics). Our approach is also compared with general CSP look-back techniques on these problems.
However two sub-formulas usually should be separately solved in this case, making DLL exponential in general. So in order to speed up DLL, one should simplify using more reasoning and avoid branching whenever possible.
Modern DLL procedures such as Satz [15] generally use a reasoning based on unit propagation to deduce implied literals in order to simplify before branching. For example, if contains no unit clause but two binary clauses Ü ½ Ü ¾ and Ü ½ Ü ¾ , unit propagation in Ü ½ leads to a conflict. So, Ü ½ is an implied literal and could be used to simplify .
Unfortunately, the reasoning based on unit propagation is not effective in all cases. In the above example, if contains two slightly different binary clauses Ü ½ Ü ¾ and Ü ½ Ü ¾ instead of Ü ½ Ü ¾ and Ü ½ Ü ¾ , Ü ½ is not an implied literal any more so that cannot be simplified in the same way.
The ineffectiveness of unit propagation for clauses such as Ü ½ Ü ¾ and Ü ½ Ü ¾ makes many SAT problems difficult for the DLL procedure. In particular, the DLL procedure is extremely inefficient in handling the so-called equivalency clauses (Ex-OR or modulo 2 arithmetics).
Note that the two clauses Ü ½ Ü ¾ and Ü ½ Ü ¾ mean Ü ½°Ü¾ . If contains these two clauses, all occurrences of Ü ½ (resp. Ü ½ ) can be substituted by Ü ¾ (resp. Ü ¾ ), so that , having one variable less, can be simplified further. For example, if Ü ½ Ü ¿ and Ü ¾ Ü ¿ are clauses in , the substitution changes the first clause into Ü ¾ Ü ¿ , so Ü ¾°Ü¿ , then all occurrences of Ü ¾ (resp. Ü ¾ ) can be substituted by Ü ¿ (resp. Ü ¿ ). Therefore, an equivalency relation can be propagated in order to simplify .
In this paper, we propose an approach for efficiently propagating an equivalency relation such as Ü ½°Ü¾ in , in order to deduce other equivalences and to simplify without branching. The approach makes easy many problems containing both equivalency clauses (called EQ part) and other CNF clauses (called CNF part) which were hard for a DLL procedure.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we propose a simple equivalent literal representation allowing fast equivalent literal propagation and efficient backtracking management. In section 3, we discuss equivalency clauses and define equivalency reasoning to propagate equivalent literals. In section 4, we present the implementation of equivalency reasoning in Ë ØÞ. Section 5 illustrates equivalency reasoning and compares it with conflict driven learning on two well-known classes of hard SAT problems. Experimental results are reported in section 6. We discuss related work and conclude in sections 7 and 8, respectively.
Equivalency Relation Representation
We use special equivalency relation representation to achieve efficient equivalent literal substitution, which is heavily used in our approach. Our equivalency relation representation is based on the following considerations.
In the implementation of a DLL procedure, the two operations below are essential:
clause-to-literal: get all literals of a given clause; literal-to-clause: get all clauses containing a given literal When a clause becomes unitary, a DLL procedure should use the clause-toliteral operation to satisfy the (only) literal of the clause. When a literal is satisfied (a literal is satisfied if the DLL procedure branches on it or if it is the only literal of a unit clause), the DLL procedure should use literal-to-clause operation to satisfy all clauses containing the literal and to shorten all clauses containing its complement (the complement should be deleted from these clauses).
Let Ð (with or without index) be a literal. If Ð ½°Ð¾ , all occurrences of Ð ½ in should be substituted by Ð ¾ . The substitution means that (i) all clauses containing Ð ½ should be modified to contain Ð ¾ instead, and (ii) the data structure allowing to find all clauses containing Ð ½ should be integrated into the data structure allowing to find all clauses containing Ð ¾ , so that DLL can easily find all clauses containing Ð ½ and Ð ¾ from Ð ¾ after the substitution of Ð ½ by Ð ¾ .
However, if Ð ½°Ð¾ is true only after branching on some literal (the literal is assumed to be true), the substituted occurrences of Ð ½ or the changed clauses should be resumed when backtracking to the literal (the literal is assumed to be false), i.e. the changes in due to Ð ½°Ð¾ should be undone. The substitution and resumption operations could be very time-consuming when there are many backtrackings and many equivalent literals. For this reason, we do not physically modify any data structure storing but introduce the notion of equivalent literal class in a DLL procedure to logically accomplish the same operations.
Roughly speaking, every literal in belongs to one and only one class. All literals in a class are equivalent. An arbitrary literal in the class is chosen to represent the class. Then all clauses in are considered and treated as a logical ÓÖ of their literal classes. If Ð ½ becomes equivalent to Ð ¾ after branching, the class of Ð ½ and the class of Ð ¾ are united. If the new class is represented by Ð ¾ , all occurrences of Ð ½ in are logically substituted by Ð ¾ .
When backtracking, the new class is simply split to resume the two old classes. Since Ð ¾ is no more representative of Ð ½ , the clauses containing Ð ½ are automatically resumed.
Every class has a complementary class. Thus, if literals Ð ½ and Ð ¿ are in the same class, then Ð ½ and Ð ¿ are in the complementary class. A class is united or split always at the same time as its complementary class. If Ð is chosen to represent a class, then Ð is necessarily chosen to represent the complementary class.
We say that two literal classes are ×Ø ÒØ if their intersection is empty and they are not complementary.
We use the data structure illustrated in figure 2 to represent literal classes and to achieve the uniting and splitting operations on them. Note that a literal represents its class if and only if its class link is empty (nil). The uniting operation saves the added class and class of links in a stack to be deleted by a splitting operation when backtracking. Note that the class of link is not simply the inverse link of the class link. The class link allows to quickly get the class of a literal without necessarily going through all literals of the class, but one needs to get all literals of a class by the class of link. The two functions get literal class(a literal) and get literals of a class(a class) defined in figure 3 based on the two links allow to achieve these considerations. We can easily extend the clause-to-literal and literal-to-clause operations to literal classes. Given a clause, we get all its literals using the clause-to-literal operation and all its literal classes using the get literal class function. Given a literal, we get all corresponding clauses as follows. We first get the class of the literal using the get literal class function and then search for all literals of the class using the get literals of a class function, from each of which we get the clauses using the literal-to-clause operation.
In the sequel, we also denote a literal class by its representative which is an arbitrary literal in the class.
Our approach for representing equivalent classes can be considered as an adaptation of the classical "Union/find" algorithm (see [6] ) in a backtracking search. In particular, while the classical "union/find" algorithm essentially deals with the finding of a class, we also need to find all literals of a class.
Furthermore, we should efficiently maintain equivalent classes with numerous branchings and backtrackings. For this purpose, the splitting operation should be performed in exactly the inverse order as the uniting operation, i.e. after deleting the most recent class and class of links, we should obtain the two old classes, see figure 2 . The path compression heuristic as described in [6] is not used for three reasons: (i) a naive path compression would destroy existing class links so that the splitting operation could not easily give the two old classes, (ii) a sophisticated path compression would complicate the program but would not necessarily give good results, since every uniting or splitting implies a path compression, and (iii) the execution profile of our program shows that the numerous calls to the get literal class function without path compression only take negligible time.
Equivalency Clauses and Equivalency Reasoning
Our main purpose is to complete unit propagation and to propagate equivalent literals in to simplify without branching. We apply this idea on SAT problems involving a special structure: equivalency clauses. An equivalency clause of length can be written as
where the Ex-OR operator °is commutative and associative. The equivalency clause is equivalent to ¾ ½ CNF clauses. For example, a binary equivalency clause is equivalent to 2 CNF clauses: Ð ½ Ð ¾ and Ð ½ Ð ¾ , and a ternary equivalency clause is equivalent to 4 CNF clauses:
An equivalency clause is satisfied if there are an odd number of satisfied literals, which is equivalent to the modulo 2 arithmetic equation:
It is shown in the Reed-Muller algebra or in the Ex-OR logic that a complete Boolean algebra can be developed in terms of the Ex-OR and AND operators. When designing combinatorial logic circuits, a significant proportion of logic functions can be represented with fewer terms if Ex-OR gates are used. For a comprehensive presentation of Ex-OR logic and its simplification, see [29] .
An equivalency clause can be negated with the following property:
Using the relation Ü °Ý Ü°Ý, all operators °can be replaced by°, and vice versa. Note that if is odd, we have Ð ½ °Ð ¾ ° °Ð Ð ½°Ð¾° °Ð .
Since all equivalency clauses of length ¿ can be simply transformed into ternary equivalency clauses by adding new variables, we only consider binary ( ¾) and ternary ( ¿) equivalency clauses in this paper. We use the°operator instead of °for our convenience and define five inference rules on them.
All these rules can be realized by a constant number of resolution steps after writing the equivalency clauses in CNF form. Rule 3 is realized in 2 resolution steps, rule 4 in 1 resolution step, rule 5 in 6 resolution steps (see table 1 for the first 4 steps), rule 6 in 2 resolution steps, and rule 7 is simply two different ways to write the same thing.
We call the application of these rules in a formula equivalency reasoning, which, when working on equivalency clauses, is more compact than resolution and avoids intermediate resolvents.
The purpose of equivalency reasoning is to deduce all possible unit equivalency clauses (rule 4), binary equivalency clauses (rule 3, 5, and 6), and ternary clauses (rule 7). The deduced clauses are in turn used in the subsequent reasoning. For complexity reasons, we obviously don't include all possible rules to deduce equivalency clauses of length ¿. For example, the following rule
is not considered, since its application is neither effective nor efficient in our approach.
In practice, complementary literals in equivalency clauses are rewritten using property 2 to put forward identical literals. For example, one rewrites Ð ½° Ð ½°Ð¾ in its equivalent form Ð ½°Ð½° Ð ¾ before applying rule 4 to obtain Ð ¾ . One also rewrites Ð ½ Ð ½°Ð¾°Ð¿ into Ð ½ Ð ½° Ð ¾°Ð¿ to apply rule 3.
Note that an application of rule 4 to a ternary equivalency clause results in a unit propagation and the satisfaction of the clause, and an application of rule 5 makes one of the two involved equivalency clauses redundant and removed. So we have 
Preprocessing
Given an input Ò variable and Ñ clause formula in CNF form, we search for and add resolvents of length ¿ in , which implies among other things unit propagations and applications of rules 3, 4 and 5. We illustrate ternary resolvent searching in figure 4 , where every ternary clause is clearly visited three times. The procedure is linear if a limited number of resolvents are added. Binary resolvent searching is similar. The first two columns of table 1 show two ternary equivalency clauses in CNF form to which rule 5 is applicable. A ternary resolvent is obtained from the first two CNF clauses in every line by annihilating Ü ½ and is given in the third column. Then 2 binary resolvents Ü ¿ Ü and Ü ¿ Ü are obtained from the 4 ternary resolvents by annihilating Ü ¾ , giving a binary equivalency clause. One of the two original ternary equivalency clauses as well as the 4 ternary resolvents become redundant and are removed. This is exactly the application of rule 5 (by resolution). Table 1 Two ternary equivalency clauses to which rule 5 is applicable clause C1
clause C2 resolvent of C1 and C2
Obviously, a ternary equivalency clause is also considered and treated as a list of three distinct literal classes. A link is set from variables to ternary equivalency clauses so that all ternary equivalency clauses in which a given variable occurs can easily be obtained. After the preprocessing, we always denote by Ò and Ñ the number of distinct literal classes and the total number of CNF and ternary equivalency clauses in .
Literal equivalence driven reasoning
Apart from the preprocessing at the root, equivalency reasoning is always made possible by branching. So we implement the 5 inference rules defined in section 3 into a highly optimized DLL procedure called Ë ØÞ [15] . Equivalency reasoning enhanced Ë ØÞ is called ÕË ØÞ and is sketched in figure 6 . Note that the unit propagation procedure is extended to work on equivalent literal classes as described in section 2.
Rule 3 is integrated into unit propagation. After a branching and a unit propagation, the subprocedure called Set Equivalences collects all equivalent literals produced by the unit propagation. Then Equivalency Reasoning procedure sketched in figure   7 is executed from Ë and applies rules 4 and 5 to propagate these literal equivalences. For every new literal equivalence Ð ½°Ð¾ , Equivalency Reasoning procedure searches for all ternary equivalency clauses containing both a literal in the class of Ð ½ (or Ð ½ ) and a literal in the class of Ð ¾ (or Ð ¾ ) to apply rule 4. Then the procedure compares all equivalency clauses (C1) containing a literal in the class of Ð ½ (or Ð ½ ) with those (C2) containing a literal in the class of Ð ¾ (or Ð ¾ ) to apply rule 5. Property 2 is used to rewrite equivalency clauses to put forward identical literals to apply the inference rules. Here we essentially compute the intersection of two sets in linear time: rule 5 is applied to C1 and C2 sharing a common literal Ð neither in the class of Ð ½ ( Ð ½ ) nor in the class of Ð ¾ ( Ð ¾ ), which is similar to the ternary resolvent searching illustrated in figure 4 .
Finally, the class of Ð ½ (resp. Ð ½ ) and the class of Ð ¾ (resp. Ð ¾ ) are united. Since the equivalency Ð ½°Ð¾ is true only after a branching, the new class has to be split when backtracking. The time spent for uniting and splitting operations is negligible in our approach. Note that if Ë contains Ð ½°Ð¾ , Ð ¾°Ð¿ , ..., the procedure is actually optimized in the obvious way to treat all these equivalences at the same time.
A naive comparison of equivalency clauses to apply rule 5 would have complexity Ç´ ½ £ ¾ µ, where ½ (resp. ¾ ) is the number of equivalency clauses containing one of literals in the class of Ð ½ (resp. Ð ¾ ) or Ð ½ (resp. Ð ¾ ). The comparison executed in Equivalency Reasoning has linear complexity Ç´ ½ · ¾ µ. Every application of Note that ½ Ò ¾ and ¾ Ò ¾ by Proposition 1. So the complexity of the comparison is bounded by Ç´Òµ. Set Equivalences procedure works on binary CNF and equivalency clauses and can be executed in the worst case in Ç´Ò · Ñµ time.
If Equivalency Reasoning procedure does not deduce anything from the equivalent literals collected by Set Equivalences, i.e. neither rule 4 nor rule 5 is applicable, a ternary equivalency clause is visited at most three times, trying to apply rule 4 or rule 5 (one time for every variable in the clause). In this case, the complexity of Equivalency Reasoning procedure is bounded by Ç´Ò · Ñµ.
If Ç´Òµ new equivalent literals are deduced by the procedure, its complexity is bounded by Ç´Ò´Ò · Ñµµ. This is really the most favorable case in our approach, since the input formula will easily be solved after deducing Ç´Òµ new equivalent literals.
Deducing implications to apply rules 6 and 7
Rules 6 and 7 are naturally integrated in the branching rule of Ë ØÞ. Given a free class Ü, Ë ØÞ examines Ü by respectively adding two unit clauses Ü and Ü into and makes two experimental unit propagations to see the impact of branching on Ü. Following this line, ÕË ØÞ performs an experimental equivalency reasoning after each experimental unit propagation to search for implications such as Ü ´Ð ½°Ð ¾ µ or Ü ´Ð ½°Ð¾ µ, which enable the application of rules 6 and 7 to add new equivalency clauses into .
Like Ë ØÞ, ÕË ØÞ tries to branch on the variable allowing to maximize the reduction of search space by taking equivalency reasoning into account and uses three functions to estimate the reduction of search space. ¾ µ in short) is defined roughly to be the number of binary clauses in ½ that are not in ¾ . For more details about the motivation of the three functions, see [14] in which we also gave a preliminary presentation of equivalency reasoning. Figure 8 shows the branching rule of ÕË ØÞ.
All new literal equivalences such as Ð ¿°Ð which belong to both ¼ and ¼¼ are added into and propagated. Every time we have new literal equivalences Ð ¿°Ð ¾ ¼ and Ð ¿°Ð ¾ ¼¼ , a ternary equivalency clause Ü°Ð ¿°Ð is added into and compared with existing ternary equivalency clauses to apply rule 5.
So the branching rule covers all possible applications of rules 3, 4 and 5. However it does not cover all applications of rules 6 and 7. In fact, the branching rule entirely relies on experimental unit propagation to verify the implications necessary to apply the two rules, but unit propagation may miss some implications. Computing the transitive closure of the implications may remedy the situation but it is costly if it is repeated at every node of a search tree. Furthermore an equivalency clause added by rule 6 or 7 when examining Ý may enable an implication Ü ´Ð ½°Ð¾ ) for a variable Ü examined before Ý, but the branching rule does not re-examine Ü to obtain it for efficiency reasons. Branching on Ü such that À´Üµ is the greatest. 
Equivalency Reasoning and Conflict Driven Learning
Conflict driven learning is a look-back reasoning in a backtracking search, which consists in analyzing conflicts encountered during the search and in adding clauses to the existing clause database to prevent the solver from meeting the same conflicts.
We use two well-known examples to illustrate equivalency reasoning and compare it with conflict driven reasoning.
Dubois formulas in DIMACS suite
We illustrate the application of rule 5 and the equivalent literal substitution by solving dubois*.cnf formulas in DIMACS ¾ suite in linear time without branching. These formulas consist of Ò variables and ¾Ò ¿ ternary equivalency clauses. Table 2 shows an example for Ò ½¾, where the first two columns of each line contain two equivalency clauses and the last column shows the deduced equivalent literals. Applying rule 5 to the two equivalency clauses C1 and C2 in the first line we obtain Ü ¿°Ü shown in the third column. After logically substituting Ü ¿ by Ü in the second line by uniting the class of Ü ¿ and the class of Ü and applying again rule 5 we obtain Ü ¾°Ü . Similarly, in the third line, we obtain Ü ½°Ü . However, by applying rule 5 to the last line we have Ü ½° Ü , a contradiction.
All Dubois formulas in DIMACS suite can be proved unsatisfiable in linear time by deducing Ò ¿ pairs of equivalent literals in this way. However, these formulas are hard for a DLL procedure such as Satz, because every branching reduces at most two ternary equivalency clauses (in the sense of rule 3).
In fact, in a Dubois formula, all variables have 2 occurrences in ternary equivalency clauses (2 ternary occurrences). At a branching point, any free variable has 0, 1 or 2 binary occurrences. Consequently, it has 2, 1 or 0 ternary occurrences respectively.
If the branching variable Ü has 1 binary occurrence, e.g., Ü°Ð ¾ , we have a chain, e.g., Ü°Ð ¾ , Ð ¾°Ð¿ ..., Ð ¿°Ð , where ¾. Unit propagation after the branching stops at Ð and reduces the eventual ternary occurrence of Ð together with the ternary occurrence of Ü. Note that the variables between Ü and Ð cannot have any ternary occurrence since they have two binary occurrences.
If the branching variable Ü has 2 binary occurrences, e.g., Ü°Ý, and Ü°Þ, unit propagation after the branching follows two chains. If the two chains form a cycle, no ternary equivalency clause is reduced. Otherwise at most one ternary equivalency clause is reduced at the end of each chain.
So if a DLL procedure should reduce all ternary equivalency clauses before reaching a conflict, ¾ Ò ¿ branchings are needed to solve a Dubois formula, which is often the case for Satz, whose complexity is thus Ç´¾ Ò ¿ µ.
Learning can be also used to solve all the Dubois formulas in linear time. For example, when solving the above formula in table 2, after branching successively on Ü ¿ , Ü ½½ , Ü ¾ and Ü and assigning 0 to these branching variables, conflict driven learning as presented in [1] gives the clause Ü ½ Ü among several resolvents. Backtracking on Ü , learning gives Ü ½ Ü , so Ü ½ °Ü , backtracking on Ü ¾ , learning gives Ü ¾ °Ü , and so on. The reader may find it helpful to really do the learning by hand.
So learning deduces the same "crucial" equivalent literals as equivalency reasoning. However, two reasons make it less efficient than equivalency reasoning on Dubois formulas. First, conflict driven learning relies on branching to reach a conflict, while branching is not necessary for equivalency reasoning; second and more important, learning should record and manage many intermediate resolvents while equivalency reasoning directly deduces the required equivalent literals.
Pretolani formulas in DIMACS suite
We illustrate the application of rule 7 combined with rule 5 to solve Pretolani formulas in linear time even without branching.
A Pretolani formula is constructed from a graph. A graph is a finite set of vertices together with a finite set of edges joining pairs of these vertices. Loops or multiple edges are not allowed here. Let G be a graph. One labels each edge of G with a distinct boolean variable, then assigns a charge Ö ´ µ of 0 or 1 to each vertex . The total charge Ö ´ µ of G is the sum modulo 2 of the charges assigned to the vertices of G. An equivalency clause using Ex-OR operator is then defined for each vertex mentioning exactly all variables attached to the vertex. The equivalency clause for vertex is negated iff Ö ´ µ ¼. The conjunction of all equivalency clauses is unsatisfiable iff Ö ´ µ ½ [27] . The graph-based propositional formulas were originally defined by Tseitin [26] to study the complexity of resolution.
One can expand a K4 graph as follows. Replace a vertex by a triangle and join the three vertices of the triangle by the three edges to the replaced vertex, then pick another vertex in the obtained graph and replace it by another triangle, and so on. A Pretolani formula of Ò variables is defined on a graph of ¾Ò ¿ vertices and Ò edges expanded from a K4 in this way. All formulas are unsatisfiable.
Consider the last expanded triangle as (b) in figure 11 , the three vertices give three equivalency clauses Ü°Ù°Ú, Ý°Ù°Û and ´Þ°Ú°Ûµ (recall that Ü°Ù°Ú Ü °Ù °Ú). One assumes Ü to be true. As consequence, rule 3 applied to the first equivalency clause gives Ù°Ú. Then one substitutes Ù by Ú in the second equivalency clause before applying rule 5 to obtain Ý° Þ. So Ü ´Ý° Þµ. Similarly Ü ´Ý°Þµ. Applying rule 7, one obtains ´Ü°Ý°Þµ, corresponding to the vertex in (a). Note that the parity of the sum of the three vertex parities in (b) is equal to the parity of the vertex in (a).
Since a triangle can be shrunk to a vertex in constant time using equivalency reasoning, all Pretolani formulas can be proven unsatisfiable in linear time by successively shrinking all triangles.
If a DLL procedure encounters the triangle as (b) in figure 11 before reaching the first conflict, it can use learning to deduce the four CNF clauses equivalent to ´Ü°Ý°Þµ, with many resolution steps and intermediate resolvents, which shrinks the triangle. Other triangles can be shrunk when backtracking.
Therefore, a DLL procedure with conflict driven learning can also solve Pretolani formulas in linear time in the best case. Once again the difficulty for learning is the management of numerous learned resolvents and the recognition of crucial resolvents if one does not want to record all resolvents. In practice it is rather difficult table 4 for some experimental results on these formulas of the state-of-the-art DLL procedures with learning.
Discussion
The application of rules 5 and 7 illustrated in this section is typical in our approach. The effectiveness of equivalency reasoning heavily relies on these two rules when solving hard SAT problems containing equivalency clauses. It can be noticed that the application of rule 7 is in turn based on rule 5.
Rule 3 is simply a part of unit propagation. The two other rules 4 and 6 are less frequently applicable when solving a hard SAT problem. The application of rule 6 also relies on rule 5.
In our experimentation, equivalency reasoning always spends more than 80% of its time trying to apply rule 5, while the time spent for other rules is negligible, except for rule 7 to add new ternary equivalency clauses into the existing clause database.
According to Proposition 1, although equivalency reasoning adds new ternary equivalency clauses using rule 7, it guarantees that the total number of ternary equivalency clauses in is always less than Ò ¾ ¾ after applying rules 4 and 5.
Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated ÕË ØÞ on a set of benchmark instances containing equivalency clauses. All experiments were conducted on a Macintosh G3 300 MHz with 96 Mb memory under Linux. The run time is expressed in seconds.
We also evaluated ÕË ØÞ , which is ÕË ØÞ without rule 7, to show the impact of rule 7. As can be seen, although rule 5 is essential for equivalency reasoning, rule 7 is also important for the performance of ÕË ØÞ on hard problems such as DIMACS Pretolani formulas, DIMACS parity problem and Urquhart problem.
Although specialized for instances containing equivalency clauses, ÕË ØÞ is also one of the best solvers for other instances. In fact, if the input formula contains no equivalency clause, the call to Equivalency Reasoning in ÕË ØÞ immediately returns and the overhead of ÕË ØÞ compared with Satz is essentially the call to Set Equivalences and is not important. For a general comparison of ÕË ØÞ with publicly available state-of-the-art complete SAT solvers, see satex [24] web site ¿ , where it is shown that of 1303 structured SAT instances ÕË ØÞ solves 1237 instances on a 400 MHz Pentium II PC under Linux (the time limit is set to 10000 seconds to solve an instance), compared with 1280 solved instances for Chaff (version zchaff) [22] , 1260 for Relsat (version relsat-200) [1] , 1241 for Sato [31] , 1237 for Satz. Other tested solvers solve fewer instances than ÕË ØÞ.
Solving the Challenge DIMACS 32-bit Parity Problem
ÕË ØÞ was originally motivated by the challenge DIMACS 32-bit parity problem formulated by Selman, Kautz and McAllester [23] at IJCAI'97. To the best of our knowledge, ÕË ØÞ is the only procedure able to solve all the ten par32* instances in reasonable time. It is shown in satex that ÕË ØÞ is also the fastest solver to solve the ten par16* instances. DIMACS parity problem is the SAT-encoding of the minimal disagreement parity problems contributed by Crawford and Kearns [7] . Informally the problem is the following: given a set of sample input bit vectors and a set of sample parities, find the bits of the input vectors on which the parities were computed. The problem contains a lot of equivalency clauses because of parity computing.
Selman, Kautz and McAllester formulated the challenge and commented: "given the amount of effort that has been spent on the problem, any algorithm solving it will have to do something significantly different from current methods" [23] . We believe that equivalency reasoning is significantly different from other approaches to make a DLL procedure able to answer the challenge. Table 3 shows the performance of ÕË ØÞ and Satz on the challenge problem. It also gives the corresponding number of backtrackings (Ø × Þ ) which is the half of the number of recursive calls to ÕË ØÞ plus 1. As in the next tables, #cls and #eq cls respectively denote the total number of clauses in the input CNF formula ¿ http://www.lri.fr/˜simon/satex and the number of ternary equivalency clauses after the preprocessing, a ternary equivalency clause being counted as 4 clauses in #cls. As can be seen, all instances contain a large EQ part. For every solved formula, we also give the number (#g eq) of ternary equivalency clauses generated using rule 7 at the root. #g eq does not include ternary equivalency clauses generated below the root.
For each ¾ ½ ¿¾ there are ten instances divided into two groups, par --c.cnf and par -.cnf, for ½ . For ½ we give the average of a group for each item. When ¿¾, the instances are too large to be solved by Ë ØÞ. Without rule 7, ÕË ØÞ only solves two 32-bit parity instances. Note that for par32* instances, the number of generated ternary equivalency clauses at the root is slightly larger than the number of static ternary equivalency clauses. Table 3 Run time (in seconds) and search tree size (t size) of ÕË ØÞ and Ë ØÞ on DIMACS challenge parity problem. 
Other experimental results
We use four other separate benchmarks involving equivalency clauses in the literature to evaluate the impact of equivalent literal propagation in a DLL procedure and to compare the performance of ÕË ØÞ with five state-of-the-art DLL procedures and Heerhugo [11] 
Model Checking (BMC) problems , and Urquhart hard examples for resolution.
The five state-of-the-art DLLs compared are Sato (version 3.2) [31] , Grasp (version 1998, command line: sat-grasp +B2147483647 +C2147483647 +T2147483647 +S2147483647 +g20 +rt4 +dDLIS +V0 input-formula) [18] , Relsat (version 1.1.2, command line: relsat 4 input-formula) [1] , Chaff (Chaff2) [22] and Satz (version 214). Heerhugo is a breath-first solver using a very strong general-purpose reasoning adapted from Stalmarck's method [25] .
Sato, Grasp, Relsat and Chaff use both look-ahead techniques, such as unit propagation and variable ordering heuristics for branching, and look-back techniques such as intelligent backtracking and learning, while Satz uniquely uses look-ahead techniques. So the comparison between ÕË ØÞ and Satz in the experimentation illustrates the impact of equivalent literal propagation and the comparison of ÕË ØÞ with Sato, Grasp, Chaff and Relsat might be considered as a comparison between look-back techniques and equivalent literal propagation on the instances involving equivalency clauses. Note that Chaff is a very recent and very efficient solver with a careful engineering of look-back and re-start techniques.
We use default options for these solvers unless otherwise specified. The time limit is set to 7200 seconds, except for Urquhart examples for which the time limit is 360000 seconds (100 hours). When a solver is stopped before the time limit because of memory shortage, its time is marked by "?".
Performance on DIMACS pret* problem
ÕË ØÞ solves Pretolani formulas in empirically linear time, all the instances being solved within two backtrackings, though equivalency reasoning doesn't cover all applications of rules 6 and 7. The number of the ternary equivalency clauses generated at the root is roughly proportional to the size of the problem. Table 4 shows the performance of the 6 DLL procedures and Heerhugo. Note that though Sato, Grasp and Relsat are substantially faster than Satz on these instances, it seems that they still have an exponential behavior.
From the performance of ÕË ØÞ , it can be seen that rule 7 is essential to solve Pretolani formulas. available from http://www.uni-koblenz.de/˜massacci available from http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜modelcheck Table 4 run time on DIMACS pret* problem, each column (except the first) corresponds to an instance. The second column corresponds to instance pret300 40, the third to pret450 40, etc... 
Performance on DES instances
DES instances are contributed by Massacci [20] . These are SAT-encoding of cryptographic key search problem and contain few equivalency clauses from 3 rounds. All instances are satisfiable. We only report on 3 round instances here. The original instances involve a huge number of variables with no clauses. So we compact them by making unit resolution and pure literal elimination and renaming the variables to be contiguous. Table 5 displays the performance of the 6 DLLs and Heerhugo on the instances after simplification. ÕË ØÞ is the third fastest procedure to solve these instances and is substantially faster than Satz, illustrating the impact of equivalency reasoning to solve these instances even when there are very few equivalency clauses.
Rule 7 is not important for DES instances.
Performance on BMC instances
BMC problems are contributed by Biere et al. [2] and arise from (bounded) model checking. All instances are unsatisfiable. We select the most difficult barrel* and queueinvar* instances and the representative half longmult* instances. Table 6 displays the performance of the 7 solvers on barrel* instances. ÕË ØÞ is the fastest solver for these instances containing a large EQ part, and finds the inconsistency by equivalency reasoning without branching. Table 5 Running time on DES instances. The name of each instance is preceded by "cnf-r3-" Table 7 displays the performance of the 7 solvers on longmult* instances. ÕË ØÞ is the third fastest solver on these instances. ÕË ØÞ' is ÕË ØÞ with a slightly modified branching rule. Refering to figure 8, we remove the two functions nb fixed vars and nb eq pairs from the weight of a literal, i.e. the weight of a literal in ÕË ØÞ' is defined to be the number of newly generated binary clauses if the literal is satisfied. With the simplified branching rule, ÕË ØÞ' becomes the fastest solver for longmult* instances. Table 8 shows the performance of the 7 solvers on queueinvar* instances. ÕË ØÞ is one of the fastest solver for these instances and compete with Chaff.
ÕË ØÞ and ÕË ØÞ have the same performance on BMC instances, meaning that rule 7 is not important for these instances.
Performance on Urquhart's hard examples for resolution
Urquhart [27] used a particular family of bipartite graphs with Ñ ¾ vertices in each side. The graphs were first defined by Marqulis [19] . Urquhart further linked the Ñ ¾ vertices in each side by a cycle and constructed his examples from the obtained graph. We refer the reader to section 5.2 for a brief description of the construction. As suggested by Urquhart, we generate with the help of Cantarell and Jurkowiak a bipartite graph for Ñ ¾ and Ñ ¿ respectively, using the 5 permutations specified by Gabber and Galil ( [10] page 365). Then we generate 3-SAT formulas in two fashions:
(1) while there is an equivalency clause of length ¿ such as Ð ½°Ð¾° °Ð , introduce a new variable Ý and replace the clause with two equivalency clauses Ý°Ð ½°Ð¾ and Ý°Ð ¿° °Ð ; (2) before generating the equivalency clauses, replace each vertex of degree ¿ by a cycle of vertices and join each vertex of the cycle by the edges of the replaced vertex. This transformation is due to Kirkpatrick [12] .
In table 9, Urquhart2-1 (m=2) and Urquhart3-1 (m=3) are generated in the first fashion while Urquhart2-2 and Urquhart3-2 are generated in the second fashion. These are very small instances, but they are surprisingly hard for the tested SAT solvers. ÕË ØÞ is the best solver for these instances and is the only solver solving Urquhart3-1 in roughly 40 hours.
Note that rule 7 is important to solve Urquhart formulas. 
Discussion and Related Work
Equivalency clauses constitute a major obstacle to the DLL procedure. For example, while the empirical complexity of Satz on hard random 3-SAT instances appears to be Ç´¾ Ò ¾½ µ, its complexity on DIMACS pret* problem is Ç´¾ Ò ¿ µ. Urquhart [27] has shown his examples have exponential complexity for any DLL procedure (including ÕË ØÞ) or even general resolution.
The instances uniquely composed of equivalency clauses are intrinsically easy. Urquhart showed that his examples have a refutation of length Ç´Ò µ in a standard axiomatic system for propositional calculus [27] . Given a set of equivalency clauses, Warners and Van Maaren [30] also proposed an approach solving them in polynomial time. They select an equivalency clause of length , Ü ½°Ð¾° °Ð , write it as Ü ½ Ð ¾° °Ð , and substitute in all other equivalency clauses the occurrence of ( Ü ½ ) Ü ½ by ( )Ð ¾° °Ð , increasing in general the length of these clauses (by ¾ in the worst case). Ü ½ is called dependent variable.
For a formula having no CNF part such as Urquhart examples, the selected equivalency clause can be easily satisfied since its dependent variable doesn't occur elsewhere after the above substitution, so that it is removed from . By repeatedly removing equivalency clauses is solved in polynomial time.
Warners and Van Maaren's simplification procedure also allows to solve formulas having a small CNF part such as the 5 DIMACS 32-bit parity instances par32--c in which more than 80% of clauses are equivalency clauses. Their approach is in this case used as a preprocessing step for an extended DLL procedure. Note that repeating the simplification in every tree node would generate longer and longer equivalency clauses and would be very costly.
Using the original Davis-Putnam (DP) procedure [9] (with variable elimination rule instead of branching rule) and ZBDD [21] to represent clauses, Chatalic and Simon [4] also solve Urquhart's examples in polynomial time.
Instances containing both EQ part and CNF part are generally hard to solve. Massacci [20] noticed in his SAT-encoding of cryptographic key search problem that the problem becomes hard for current AI techniques as soon as equivalency clauses begin to appear. Equivalency reasoning proves very useful for these instances.
Various reasonings are proposed in the literature. Apart from the very strong reasoning implemented in Heerhugo inspired from Stalmarck's method, Brafman [3] proposed a simplifier efficiently implementing well-known 2-SAT techniques and a novel use of transitive reduction to reduce formula size. Marques Silva [16] proposed algebraic simplification techniques to simplify CNF formulas. These reasonings are proposed to preprocess SAT formulas to be solved by another SAT solver. Efficiently incorporating them into every tree node of a backtracking search awaits future work.
Besides conflict driven learning, Marques-Silva and Glass [17] integrated recursive learning into Grasp to "learn" clauses at a tree node without encountering a conflict. Equivalency reasoning also learns clauses without encountering a conflict, but focuses on equivalency clauses and uses special inference rules.
ÕË ØÞ relies on unit propagation to discover initial equivalent literals after each split to start equivalency reasoning. However it does not cover all 2-SAT reasoning. In particular, it does not include a recognition of implication cycles, such as the one in 2CL [28] . Le Berre [13] proposed another implementation of the equivalency reasoning using simple and double unit propagations also recognizing implication cycles, which, while missing some equivalent literals deduced by ÕË ØÞ, may recover some other equivalent literals ÕË ØÞ is not deducing. Le Berre's approach is currently limited in the preprocessing step. The integration of his implementation in ÕË ØÞ and its efficient incorporation at every tree node of ÕË ØÞ require further research.
Compared with related work, the originality of our approach is that it aims at special structural properties of CNF formulas and is simple to be efficiently repeated at Ú ÖÝ node of a search tree.
There are three reasons for the efficiency of equivalency reasoning in a node of a search tree: (i) for every new equivalence Ð ½°Ð¾ , the application of rules 4 and 5 has linear complexity; (ii) the more there are new equivalent literals, the more equivalency reasoning is important, because more search space is cut; (iii) equivalency reasoning never generates and never deals with equivalency clauses of length ¿, and the generated binary and ternary equivalency clauses are in turn used in subsequent reasoning.
Conclusions and Future Work
Unit propagation fails to exploit equivalent literals such as Ð ½°Ð¾ without branching. The ineffectiveness of unit propagation makes many SAT problems difficult for the DLL procedure. In particular, DLL performs very poorly in handling equivalency clauses, a common structure in the SAT-encoding of many hard real-world problems. In order to remedy the ineffectiveness of unit propagation, we proposed an equivalent literal propagation in this paper.
We used a simple data structure to represent all equivalent literals into equivalent classes, allowing efficient backtracking management. Based on the data structure, we have implemented equivalency reasoning to propagate these equivalent literals among all ternary equivalency clauses.
We have implemented a subprocedure called Equivalency Reasoning in ÕË ØÞ which applies rules 4 and 5 in linear time for two equivalent literals Ð ½°Ð¾ to fix some literals and to deduce new equivalent literals. Using Equivalency Reasoning subprocedure, we have integrated rules 6 and 7 into the branching rule of ÕË ØÞ to deduce new binary and ternary equivalency clauses when examining free variables.
Our approach makes DLL able to efficiently solve one of the ten challenge problems in propositional reasoning formulated by Selman et al., and many other realworld problems.
In the future, it would be interesting to identify inference rules for effective equivalent literal propagation in structures other than equivalency clauses. Furthermore combining equivalent literal propagation with other pruning techniques such as conflict driven learning is promising to make DLL solve more SAT problems, since conflict driven learning allows to extract and memorize information other than equivalent literals.
